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CHIRPVISION REVOLUTIONIZES THE IN-STADIUM FAN EXPERIENCE
New Technology Provides Interactive Game Broadcast with Multiple Camera Angles and DVR Features  

on Mobile Devices

November 21, 2012 – ChirpVision, the only mobile technology that provides fans interactive 
in-stadium live game broadcasting, completed a successful beta demonstration at the 
Chaminade High School football game on November 2nd. This groundbreaking system 
delivers to fans a new way of experiencing a live sports game with multiple camera angles 
and DVR features for replays directly on their mobile devices.

“With Chirpvision technology, fans everywhere can enjoy the game with features they can’t 
get at home and never miss a play again,” said Chirpvision co-founder Robert Bianchi. “We 
know the in-stadium experience will be forever changed and are excited for more sports fans 
to test out the technology.”

Chirpvision can support up to 100,000 stadium users and provide game-time trivia and 
contests during breaks, providing an extra level of entertainment for fans directly from their 
seats. Chaminade Eagles fans were the first to get a glimpse of Chirpvision and experience 
the future of in-stadium game viewing.  Mobile Wi-Fi technologies developed by Chirpvision 
will be the first of their kind to overcome challenges with large in-stadium broadcasting.  The 
patented system integrates advanced media streaming and mobile technologies to deliver a 
new fan experience that is live and interactive taking the game experience to a whole new 
level. 



For more information, visit: http://www.chirpvision.com.

ABOUT CHIRPVISION
ChirpvisionTM , an interactive in-stadium game broadcast system, has been developed by 
Chirp, Inc. in collaboration with Neuron Syndicate.  Chirpvision uses technologies developed 
and patented by Chirp for network acceleration, video compression, and mobile applications, 
with Neuron Syndicate, winner of the prestigious 2012 Key Art Award, providing the artistic 
and creative content. In-stadium Wi-Fi was provided by 802Logic, an authorized Ruckus 
Wireless distributor, specializing in event support and wireless solutions. Chirpvision is a 
registered trademark of Chirp, Inc. All Rights Reserved.
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